GENERAL NOTES:

1. Construct and maintain a minimum of 1 pedestrian walk path around the perimeter and connecting to each area of construction to provide a safe and clean path of travel throughout the site. Path should be a minimum of 6" of crusher run.

2. Last 100’ (Hatched Area) of temporary construction roads to be larger sized surge stone to remove mud from trucks tires, equipment tracks, etc.
GENERAL NOTES:
1. Construct and maintain a minimum of 1 pedestrian walk path around the perimeter and connecting to each area of construction to provide a safe and clean path of travel throughout the site. Path should be a minimum of 5' of crusher run.
2. Last 100' (Hatched Area) of temporary construction roads to be larger sized surge stone to remove mud from trucks tires, equipment tracks, etc.

SPARTANBURG COUNTY COURTHOUSE & PARKING DECK
Construction Management Plan [Logistics Plan] - PHASE 2
GENERAL NOTES:
1. Construct and maintain a minimum of 1 pedestrian walk path around the perimeter and connecting to each area of construction to provide a safe and clean path of travel throughout the site. Path should be a minimum of 6" of crusher run.
2. Last 100’ (Hatched Area) of temporary construction roads to be larger sized surge stone to remove mud from trucks tires, equipment tracks, etc.

SPARTANBURG COUNTY COURTHOUSE & PARKING DECK
Construction Management Plan [Logistics Plan] - PHASE 3
GENERAL NOTES
1. Construct and maintain a minimum of 1 pedestrian walk path around the perimeter and connecting to each area of construction to provide a safe and clean path of travel throughout the site. Path should be a minimum of 6" of crusher run.
2. Last 100' (Hatched Area) of temporary construction roads to be larger sized surge stone to remove mud from trucks tires, equipment tracks, etc.